pare written comment to be read on the convention floor.

In this way the questions that arise in the minds of many of us, but are unspoken due to the stage-fright that so generally afflicts men, would come up for discussion. I would also suggest that the conference give more attention to the subject of labor utilization and management for most of our maintenance budget goes for labor that must be efficiently employed over a wide area and which is subject to weather conditions, short season, etc.

With respect to the show the only possible improvement I might suggest would be more of an effort to group exhibits of similar equipment together to permit of closer comparison, although there might be some logical and practical objection to this on the part of the manufacturers. With the space, light and ventilation of this year’s show being so ideal and the educational conferences adjoining the exhibit floor I think we have about as near perfect an arrangement of the two elements of our annual meeting as it is possible to get.

I do think that a closer tie-up between the educational conferences and exhibit could be made by allowing representatives of the manufacturers, places on the conference program with practical addresses on equipment buying, operation and maintenance.

GOLF NEWS

The Jerseyville (Ill.) golf club will open its new nine hole course Decoration Day. T. W. Kirby, Jr., is president and Joseph Graf secretary-treasurer.

The Dayton (O.) Country Club has voted a program of $200,000 to be spent in remodeling the club house and the work is already under way.

Chicago promoters are looking over land at Kanka-kee (Ill.) with the idea of building a new 18-hole public golf course.